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Management and leadership are often contrasted as mutually exclusive domains, but this is not
really true. I suppose top leaders in global organizations may be able to make this distinction
more so than others, but the common leader in the ordinary church—be it a committee
chairperson, a ministry director, or a pastor—cannot afford the luxury of choosing between
leading and managing. Leaders often lead by managing, and managers often manage by leading. 

A person’s level of leadership does not remove managerial tasks but determines what one
manages. There are many things a leader manages: budgets, conflicts, expectations, people, and
a whole host of other things. But the most important thing a leader manages is culture, and the
higher up in leadership one goes, either in a hierarchy or in influence, the more one is
responsible for managing culture. The lower one’s leadership, the more one manages other
things, like tasks.

Level of leadership:    Low         <          <         < >           >           >           High

Management
Responsibility:           Tasks         Budgets         Policies          People          Culture

The way culture is managed determines the health and vitality of an organization. The culture of
an organization determines the quality of life within that organization. The way culture is
managed answers questions like: What kind of place will this place be? What is possible here?
What is impossible here?

Most leaders find themselves somewhere in the middle, managing tasks, people, and culture.
However, if a leader spends a majority of his time managing tasks, his job is certainly more
“managerial.” Tasks certainly must be managed, so one should not despair if this is where he
feels comfortable leading. However, if one feels called to lead at higher levels, he should seek to
train others to manage tasks. This is a great way to introduce new leaders to the vast array of
responsibilities that await them.

Managing culture is no excuse for mismanaging details. Nothing will erode a work culture faster
than the neglect of operational details, budgets, and policies. What are you managing?
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